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22 So Paul, standing in the midst of the Areopagus, said: 
“Men of Athens, I perceive that in every way you are 
very religious. 23 For as I passed along and observed the 
objects of your worship, I found also an altar with this 
inscription: ‘To the unknown god.’ What therefore you 
worship as unknown, this I proclaim to you. 24 The God 
who made the world and everything in it, being Lord of 
heaven and earth, does not live in temples made by man, 
25 nor is he served by human hands, as though he needed 
anything, since he himself gives to all mankind life and 
breath and everything. 26 And he made from one man 
every nation of mankind to live on all the face of the 
earth, having determined allotted periods and the 
boundaries of their dwelling place, 27 that they should 
seek God, and perhaps feel their way toward him and 
find him. Yet he is actually not far from each one of us, 
28 for “‘In him we live and move and have our being’; 

as even some of your own poets have said, 

       ‘For we are indeed his offspring.’ 
29 Being then God's offspring, we ought not to think 

that the divine being is like gold or silver or stone, an 

image formed by the art and imagination of man. 30 The 

times of ignorance God overlooked, but now he 

commands all people everywhere to repent, 31 because 

he has fixed a day on which he will judge the world in 

righteousness by a man whom he has appointed; and of 

this he has given assurance to all by raising him from 

the dead.” 

 



 

A few months ago, I was reading through a book of 

words and images with my daughter. We came across a 

picture of a pear. I don’t think she had seen a pear yet or 

even learned that word.  

 

But... it was green, and sort of round. So, my daughter 

takes a hard look at it as says, “apple?!” My wife and I 

got so excited, “yes!! Awesome, great job!” 

 

Now of course, we know it’s not an apple. But we were 

celebrating her learning and the connection she was 

making. We were so happy about the progress she was 

making. 

 

So, was she wrong? Yeah, she was.  

I mean, of course, we want her to know the difference 

between an apple and a pear. And she will. But at that 

moment, she made a connection on her own and that 

was a huge success. And next time, we will teach her 

the difference.  

 

But imagine if I was very stern and said, “no Zaida! 

That’s wrong, that is a pear, come on... there’s a 

difference.” 

 

It sounds silly, but as adults we have this proclivity to 

do this with one another.  

 

We miss opportunities to build on progress, 

acknowledge similarities, and build connections because 

we don’t see the answer we’re looking for. Sometimes 

we too easily focus on differences, the destination, and 

not the process. 

 

Often, humanity tends to swing to one extreme or the 

other. We can be quick to correct others if we think 

they’re “wrong.” Or... we’re so loving that we never 

speak up, share insight, and or speak the truth.  

 

Pastor and author Warren Wiersbe said, “Truth 

without love is brutality and love without truth is 

hypocrisy”  

 

Imagine if all my wife and I did was celebrate 

everything my daughter did – even if her responses 

were incorrect – and we never taught her anything; it 

would be hypocritical.  

 

If we love her, we’d also teach her. 

 

On the other hand, if all we did was correct and teach, it 

would be cold and brutal. She wouldn’t learn much 

because she wouldn’t trust us. She would be afraid of 

being wrong.  

 

She needs love and affection. 

 

We all need both love and truth. This is what we see in 

our text today from the apostle Paul in the book of 

Acts. 



We have been in a series about being sent “Out,” 

thinking through our mission as believers to go out and 

make disciples. To be light, salt, witnesses, to serve, to 

be in our world... not separated from it. To speak the 

truth in love.  

 

What’s interesting about this is that the Bible is not 

concerned with giving us a template or formula for how 

we evangelize. Though, we would all love that, I'm 

sure. 

 

It is concerned, however, with the kind of people we are 

becoming; our character, surrendered hearts, and 

submission to God’s will.  

 

And as we close our series today, I want to examine Paul’s 

sermon to the Athenians here in Acts 17 the truth he is 

sharing, as well as HOW he shares it.  

 

How many of us know, sometimes the delivery... or 

method of communication, is just as important as the 

message being communicated. And all the husbands and 

wives said amen! I’m preaching to myself here! 

 

We can share something righteous and true, even life 

changing – but if it’s communicated harshly, or not at 

the best time... it might as well be a clanging symbol. 

Without love it’s just noise, like Paul mentions in 1 

Corinthians 13. 

 

As followers of Jesus, we believe we are empowered and 

led by the Holy Spirit. So, we should do our best to 

discern each situation and opportunity to minister to 

people. There is no one-size-fits-all approach to 

evangelism. God loves all of us, but works with each of 

us differently... 

 

When Lazarus dies in John 11, both of his sisters 

basically say the same thing to Jesus “Lord, if you had 

been here, he wouldn’t have died.”  

 

To one sister, Martha, he gives a lecture. She gets a 

mini sermon about how Jesus is the resurrection and 

the life. And to the other sister, Mary, he just mourns 

with her; that’s where we get our shortest passage of 

scripture: “Jesus wept.” He cries with her. We see that 

he handled each sister differently based on who they 

were and what they needed. 

 

People and situations are unique and nuanced – but the 

problems, concepts, and underlying principles are 

virtually the same. And I’ll explain what I mean by this 

as we observe Paul’s sermon. 

 

Now, we’re talking about being sent “out” - the 

Areopagus, translated the “Hill of Ares,” or better 

known for its Roman name, Mars Hill – is about as 

public as you can get. This is the city council of 

Athens... it was basically like a court. Judgments were 

made, decisions about education, morals, and religion. 

This is where all the respected leaders and philosophers 

met... you want to talk about pressure!  

 

This is where Paul delivers this sermon. 

 

Now, how does Paul end up in this spot? How do we 

get here? 

 

It says in Acts 17:16 that as Paul was waiting in 

Athens, he’s on his second missionary journey... and his 

spirit was provoked within him as he saw the city full of 

idols. This compelled him to engage in conversations in 

the synagogues, streets, and the marketplace.  

 

You want to find courage to share your faith? Pray that 

your heart is moved by what moves God’s. Pray that 

your heart is broken by what breaks God’s. And allow 

God to stir you up as you look at our city, community, 

and the great needs there are. People are consumed 

with the stress of life, keeping up, and pursuing things 

that promise so much, but fall short in fulfilling them.  

 

Paul is provoked – his spirit was stirred up, angered, 

and moved by the idols he saw... people giving their 

lives to empty philosophies, searching and hoping to 

find life, fulfillment, and love... and he understands how 

tragic this is. This compelled him to share his faith. To 

speak the truth in love. 

 

What’s so awesome about this story Paul’s opening line 

at Mars Hill, “I perceive that in every way you are very 

religious.” 

 

This is such an interesting opening line – the Greek 

translation for ‘very religious’ is deisidaimōn, and there 

are two ways of interpreting this – in a good sense or in a 

bad sense: 

 

The good sense – I notice, understand, and see your 

reverence for the gods. I understand and commend your 

efforts. Hey, you’re really committed to this! 

 

The bad sense – I see that you’re way too superstitious. 

Hey this is all too much, come on. 

 

Paul may be giving a little sarcasm. You have all these 

gods you worship, and even one labeled “to the 



unknown god...” just in case, you didn’t cover all your 

bases. 

 

I had a friend in high school that was so superstitious 

about baseball – if they won the game, he would save 

the gum he chewed the whole game and put it under his 

hat until the next... and then chew it again! 

I mean that is superstitious, and super unhealthy! 

Hey – you're doing too much – there’s alters 

everywhere, an unknown god? You’re superstitious! 

Now, either way you interpret this, Paul’s clever. His 

choice of words is amazing... how he navigates this 

situation is so smooth – this word can be used in both 

senses.  

 

But, it’s important to first recognize Paul commending 

them because of the literary context. His sermon is a 

gradual build of showing how God is already at work in 

their lives and in the world.  

 

As one commentary explains, “here we have a respectful 

recognition of religious endeavors but not an 

acknowledgment that they lead to true, saving faith. 

Paul is telling a simple but limited truth and creating a 

basis for further comment.”  

 

In other words, if truth is a metaphorical highway, with 

many lanes and speeds. Paul is finding an onramp, 

building a bridge to a bigger conversation. We can still 

compliment someone, celebrate efforts, acknowledge 

one’s beliefs, see the beauty in them without condoning 

or accepting it as true. It’s okay!  

 

We don’t have to take strong stances at every turn. I 

know I’m preaching to the choir here because this 

community is truly so loving and hospitable  – but this 

is something the church has struggled with throughout 

history – we hold so closely to our doctrine and truth. 

And I get it trust me... so do I. But in my opinion, we 

shouldn't lead with that; there’s enough division and 

polarization in the world already. We don’t need more 

walls and barriers. We shouldn’t be known for what we 

don’t do; we can find connections, similarities. 

 

Evangelism starts with building bridges, not barriers. 

Jesus said that we’d be known [or we should anyway] 

by our love for one another. As believers, we have 

opportunities all around us to help others see how God is at 

work in their lives. Let me say that again, we can help others 

see how God is at work in their lives. I can acknowledge 

someone’s faithfulness or commitment to something, 

their hard work, or what they have built for their life, 

even if I disagree with certain aspects of it.  

 

We know Paul disagrees, but in the following verses he 

demonstrates his respect and understanding of their 

worship; what their culture lives for, who they pray to, 

and why. 

 

Let me ask us a question this morning and maybe think 

to yourself for a moment:  

 

What are the idols of our culture? What do the people 

of California or Sacramento live for? What are we 

tempted to worship?  

 

It’s easy to read and watch the news, make observations 

about what’s going on in our world, even critique and 

judge it. I’m guilty of this. But do we make attempts to 

draw out what’s actually going on? Do we take time to 

think through what may be driving cultural trends? Do 

we try to understand? Whatever the case is – injustice, 

systemic racism, lies, abuse, addiction, you name it – 

there is a sin beneath the sin.  

 

That’s our modern idol. 

 

Tim Keller’s definition of an idol states that it’s 

“anything more fundamental than God to your 

happiness, meaning in life, or identity.” It is the one 

thing, that if we lost it, we would lose all hope and the 

will to live.  

 

What fulfills us? What gives us meaning and purpose? 

Is it our career? Is it a vision of the future that we chase 

after? A political party? A vision or idea of who should 

be in office next? Is it the idea of love? The acceptance 

of a loved one? A specific vision of the future for your 

family? Whatever it is, it usually competes for our heart 

and soul. It consumes us. 

 

This happens all the time with relationships. We have 

the tendency to make our spouses or our children into 

idols. We expect them to provide us with constant love, 

security, or fulfillment. Whatever the thing is, or 

whoever the person is, they’re not responsible for our 

happiness. Relationships may produce happiness, but 

that is not their primary purpose. We are tempted to 

place our hope and trust in subjective things – things 

that can change easily. So, every time we have an 

argument with our spouses, we lose a job, 

underperform, or maybe the kids don’t want the future 

we want or the life we had – it affects our identity, how 

we see ourselves, our purpose, and worth.  

 

This is precisely why we have a society struggling with 

identity crisis – we have adopted the belief and 

philosophy – the idol – that there is no objective design 



or guiding principles; identity can be based solely on 

feelings. So, if feelings can easily change from day to 

day and season to season... our identities can also 

change easily – and this produces anxiety.  

 

I do think identity is something that’s being formed 

your whole life, but it’s meant to be built upon a solid 

foundation. When my identity, purpose, hope, and trust 

is set on objective truth – an unchanging reality like 

God’s love, word, and purpose for us... we are secure. 

Minor rains and storms don’t threaten us, or the 

foundation built. This produces peace, confidence, and 

contentment. 

 

We all worship something. And one of the most 

dangerous aspects of this reality is that these are 

usually good things. Good things that we make 

absolutes. 

 

Paul understands this. He was a Pharisee who had 

dedicated his life to the Law of Moses. It had consumed 

him, so he gets it. He says, look... I know how 

committed you are to your job, your kids, I see how you 

long for a secure future. But I have a secret for you!  

 

You’re already worshiping him! You know this 

unknown god you worship to? Sacrificing everything to 

find love... You know this thing you’re looking for? 

 

It’s one God, just one... He created all things and gives 

life to everything. You want security – God holds the 

future and is sovereign over everything. You want to 

build a name for yourself, an identity? God says that we 

are made in his image, we are his beloved no matter 

what we do... or don’t do... His love is not based on 

whether we love him back or live perfect lives. 

What could we possibly give to God except for our 

hearts? In fact, Paul says that God has no needs... but 

we need Him! 

 

I like how verse 25 reads in the New Living 

Translation: “Human hands can’t serve his needs—for 

he has no needs. He himself gives life and breath to 

everything, and he satisfies every need.” 

 

God satisfies every need.  Surely the creator of the 

cosmos, of everything, is also the source of love, 

purpose, and identity.  

 

Paul says, please listen... you don’t need to do all this, 

you’re overly religious, worshipping and making 

sacrifices for concepts and attributes of the creator... 

God is the source. He is love. He is life. He is truth. We 

don’t have to sacrifice out of fear or duty. We can’t earn 

salvation or love. To the Athenians and to us today: we 

are overly religious – the Lord doesn’t need our sacrifices but 

we need His! 

 

Paul says that the answer is found in the resurrection.  

You want proof of power? Do you want evidence of 

being the source of life? God shows us he is the source 

by personally encountering death – and overcoming it. 

In Jesus – the fear of being alone, rejected, isolated, not 

being remembered, not mattering, being persecuted, 

punished, experiencing pain and death – these things 

are defeated.  

 

Ultimately, these are the things driving us towards 

idols. Fear, duty, and obligation... We are afraid of 

being alone, not having enough, so we sacrifice and 

trust in things. 

 

This is why the good news is so good. By raising from 

the dead Jesus overcame the worst and stands 

victorious.  

 

So, what do we do with this? 

 

Paul says that God calls everyone to repent. Now, I 

know words like sin and repentance have such bad 

connotations in our modern context. Let me break it 

down for you: 

 

Augustine said it well, sin is simply “loving things out 

of order.” Gifts point to the giver, but we fall in love 

with the gifts and not the giver. When we love things 

out of order our lives also become disordered and 

chaotic. 

 

And here’s the key to this whole thing: repent means to 

change one’s mind, perception, to change the way you 

think! (metanoeō) 
 

In other words – pray for an awareness of what is going 

on in your heart! David Prayed to the Lord in Psalm 

139: “Search me God and know my heart... test me and 

know my anxious thoughts. See if there is anything in 

me that is offensive to you.”  

 

We should recognize the object of our faith! See we all 

have faith... everyone, even atheists. But we have to 

consciously choose what, or who, we are putting our 

faith in. Is it ourselves? A relationship? Feelings? These 

things are fickle and change like the wind.  

 

We may receive immediate gratification from certain 

things that hold our hearts, but it’s like eating cheap 

candy or fast food when we’re hungry; it may satisfy us 



in the moment, but it will most likely ruin our stomach, 

leaving us worse than before. 

 

This is what idols do to our heart and soul. We may be 

able to feel in control for a season, taste power for a 

moment, find confidence in knowledge, status, or the 

approval of people. But the winds can change and blow 

cold rejection, chaos, and questions that shake what we 

know, it shows us how unfit the object of our faith is. It 

shows us what is finite. Paul says change how you see 

things, change how you see God – because he doesn’t 

change. In him, all things hold together.  

 

I’d like to close with a story.  

 

There’s a scene from national geographic, animal 

planet, or something... burned into my memory.  

They caught an eagle on camera swooping down and 

grabbing this huge fish out of the water. He had these 

amazing claws, so he ends up grabbing this massive 

fish.  

 

But as the eagle rises and continues to tighten its grip, 

the weight of this huge fish becomes a problem. So, 

what does the eagle do? He sinks his claws in deeper. 

But no matter how deep his claws get, the weight 

becomes too much and of course, as you might guess... 

the eagle begins to decline and dip back towards the 

water.  

 

The fish is too heavy.  

 

But at this point it’s too late because his claws are so 

deep into the fish that now he can’t escape. 

 

And this is burned into my memory because it’s such an 

accurate picture of us when we cling to control... when 

we become consumed with pain, broken trust, and 

continue to place our faith in ourselves or things; the 

weight is too much.  

 

Jesus said in Luke 17:33 whoever seeks to preserve 

their life will lose it... but whoever loses their life will 

keep it. It’s counterintuitive – a shift in perception –  

 

Our city and our community, is full of people who have 

been weighed down, who have been hurt... and in 

desperation are grasping for control and holding onto 

things that promise life and fulfillment, but actually 

leave them worse than before... still hurting and 

hungry. 

 

I pray that we are provoked... stirred up... to share the 

truth in love – we’re more religious than we need to be. 

Let go and shift your focus on the giver of gifts, the 

creator of all, Jesus who raised from death to life.  

 





“The Next Step” 
A Resource for Life Groups and/or Personal 

Application 
  

1. Read Acts 17:22-31 again. What stands out to 

you?   

  

2.  Paul is provoked by the idols he saw in Athens, and 

it led him to speak up, pursue conversations in the 

marketplace, and ultimately deliver a sermon. What 

provokes or stirs you up? How might God use this 

in your life?  

  

 3.  Ephesians 4:15 explains that we are to “speak 

the truth in love.” Do you find that one is harder to do 

than the other (serving/supporting the community vs. 

sharing the gospel/your own story)? Why?  

  

 4.  Tim Keller explains that “an idol is anything 

more fundamental than God to your happiness, 

meaning in life, or identity…. It is the sin beneath the 

sin.” With this understanding, what cultural idols 

might we be tempted to live for?    

  

5.  Idols promise to meet people’s core needs. 

What might it look like to trust God with these needs 

instead?  

  

6.  How can we, as believers, help others see how 

God is at work in their life?   

   

7.  At the end of his sermon, Paul explains that 

God calls everyone to repent [metanoeō ], i.e., 

to change one’s mind, perception, and/or change the 

way one thinks. How can we go about doing this? 

 

Table to Table: 
A question for kids and adults to answer together 

 

What is something you think you couldn't live without? 

Why? If you were to lose this “thing,” how can you 

trust Jesus to take care of you? 


